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A Parent's Guide to Gifted Children 2007
practical guidance in key areas of concern for parents such as peer relations siblings motivation and
underachievement discipline intensity and stress depression education planning and finding professional help

A Parent's Guide to Primary School 2004
this comprehensive guide offers jargon free practical advice on all aspects of primary school education it covers
the primary education system in context different types of pre school care different types of primary school and
how to find a good school

Off Limits 2010-09-01
accurate experience tested information on every step needed to give your child the best possible opportunity to
make it in hollywood inspiration resources to help you on your own journey and even help you decide if this dream
is right for you and your family to pursue at all my daughter dove and i moved to los angeles from an island in
washington state when she was fourteen armed only with her head shot resume of community theater roles and
her dream what i didn t know about what we were doing would fill a large book today dove is a grounded
successful young woman with her own show on the disney channel and four films to her credit as well as
numerous other tv and music credits we have been incredibly fortunate and this book is my way of sharing what
we ve learned and what some other parents of young stars have learned in the hope that more families might save
themselves some pain and precious time hollywood is filled with tragic stories of people who crashed on the edge
of this dream it doesn t have to be that way i can help you navigate this world with your child features interviews
with industry experts and the parents of other young hollywood stars including olivia holt luke benward cameron
boyce ryan mccartan jordan fisher and more visit my website for updated resources and helpful information
hollywoodparentsguide com if you have a child who is interested in getting into the business the hollywood
parents guide is an absolute must read bonnie writes from the heart and the result is not only warm and funny but
full of useful information real stories from real parents of real kids working in the industry tips and advice from
casting directors agents and other industry professionals it s like arming yourself with a mini toolbox full of all the
tools that you ll need to help guide you as you venture along this journey with your child i should make it required
reading for the parents of all of my clients pamela fisher vice president abrams artists agency head of youth and
young adult from a to z the hollywood parents guide answers every question i have received as a casting director
and more if your child wants to be a professional actor the first thing you need to realize is that acting is a
business and as in any business there are rules to help guide you bonnie wallace has given parents a how to guide
that is a must read suzanne goddard smythecasting directornominated for two artios awards for outstanding
achievement in casting first let me say that the hollywood parents guide is a fantastic book finally there is a guide
to help parents steer their kids performing career thousands of parents have asked me for just such a book there
are a couple on the market already but they are written by agents or acting coaches what parents have needed is
a book written by one of them and bonnie has done a superb job writing it the information is not only current but
from the heart if you have a little tyke that is driving you crazy to be on tv pick this one up chambers stevens
author of the hollywood 101 series5 time winner of the backstage readers choice award an absolute play by play
of how to best help your young budding artist become a healthy fully functioning hollywood success not only is my
mother an incredible writing talent but she also possesses a true depth of experience in parenting a hollywood
hopeful user friendly and guided by an open generous voice with first hand knowledge of the industry this book is
one i can truly call masterful dove cameronactor and singerstar of liv and maddie disney descendants and barely
lethal

The Hollywood Parents Guide 2015-03
for reasons you can t always easily explain you re part of a growing movement of parents who are considering a
life without school for their children this little guide will help you bring those feelings to the surface it will help
you put a finger squarely on why you feel the way you do and it will help you put words to it all

The Parent's Guide to Choosing a Life Without School 2021-01-03
what if every day parenting could be a joyous gift sprinkled with a generous dose of love and laughter in this book
you will be guided confidently through the u urself routine which has proven to be successful with countless
parents and children over the past sixteen years your child is a gift it s time to enjoy the present

The Confident Parent's Guide to Raising a Happy, Healthy &
Successful Child 2020-04-10
supporting parents in the quest to help their children learn as effectively and efficiently as possible a parent s
guide to the science of learning translates 77 of the most important and influential studies on student learning
into easily digestible overviews this book will develop parents understanding of crucial psychological research so
that they can help their children improve how they think feel and behave in school and indeed in life each
overview summarises the key findings from the research and offers tips hints and strategies for how you can use
them in your home covering important areas such as memory motivation thinking biases and parental attitudes
this book makes complicated research simple accessible and practical from large to small scale studies from the
quirky to the iconic this book breaks down key research to provide parents with the need to know facts essentially
it is a one stop shop that offers guidance on how to parent even better a parent s guide to the science of learning
answers the sort of questions that every parent wants to know but doesn t know where to find the answers this
includes the small everyday questions through to the big life changing ones some of the questions answered in
this book include how much sleep does your child need should i actually help them with their homework why does
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my child forget what they have just learnt how much screen time is too much what can i do to help them do better
at school is it really that important that we all eat meals together how can i help my child learn to better manage
their emotions how can i encourage them to be a better independent learner a hugely accessible resource this
unique book will provide parents with the knowledge they need to best support their children s learning and
development

A Parent’s Guide to The Science of Learning 2021-08-31
raising a boy poses unique challenges this entertaining and informative user s manual will help you work with
your son to prepare him for school abigail james s experiences as a teacher mother of a son and lifelong learner
confirm her belief that parents want to give their children the best preparation for life they possibly can if you
have a son or know someone who s raising a boy here s the book you ve been looking for its clear practical advice
will guide you through preparing your child for school and for life packed with activities you can implement
immediately humorous examples you ll remember forever and wisdom abigail has acquired in the trenches the
parents guide to boys is a book you ll quote often and go back to again and again no matter whether your son is
eight months or eighteen years old abigail has tips for giving him a great head start keeping him engaged in the
classroom and creating a happy self sufficient young man

The Parents' Guide to Boys 2012-11-28
a straightforward common sense book for parents on how to talk about puberty and sex with their tween or teen

The Parents' Guide to Puberty 2021-04-23
this is the book parents have been waiting for michael thompson coauthor of raising cain the book that is helpful
hopeful and engaging jeanne brooks gunn ph d columbia university it is the book that addresses the new reality
for parents of kids in their 20s and the issues that everyone in the media is talking about when will this new
generation of 20 somethings leave home find love start a career settle down grow up and it s the book that will
soothe your nerves it s loaded with information about what to expect and guidance on what to do when problems
arise as they probably will in other words this is the book parents need getting to 30 by jeffrey jensen arnett the
world s leading authority on the post adolescent phase he named emerging adulthood and elizabeth fishel author
of sisters and other books as getting to 30 shows the road to adulthood is longer than we think and for parents
bumpier it explains what s really happening to your 18 to 29 year old including the story behind your child s
moods the phenomenon of the boomerang child and why it s actually a good thing for parents and kids the new
landscape of 20 something romance and it gives all the tools parents need to deal with the challenges from six
ways to listen more than you talk to knowing when to open and close the bank of mom and dad while saving for
retirement to figuring out the protocol for social media published in hardcover as when will my grown up kid grow
up getting to 30 includes the latest research on the optimistic and supportive attitude most parents have
regarding their 20 something children

Getting to 30 2013-05-14
help your child succeed and thrive as a parent of a child diagnosed with down syndrome you may be feeling
unsure of what to do next or where your child s journey will take you in this book authors jen jacob and mardra
sikora share their experiences and guide you through life with ds with expert advice from diagnosis to adulthood
each page teaches you ways to support your child through major milestones nurture their development and ensure
that they succeed behaviorally socially and cognitively you ll also find valuable information on sharing the news
with loved ones transitioning into primary school developing your child s social skills discussing future
opportunities including employment and housing options with the parent s guide to down syndrome you will have
the tools you need to raise a happy healthy and thriving child

The Parent's Guide to Down Syndrome 2015-12-04
as parents struggle with these questions on a daily basis the everything parent s guide to raising a successful child
helps put their fears to rest providing them with professional reassuring advice on how to raise a successful child
according to their own standards the everything parent s guide to raising a successful child walks parents through
all emotional intellectual and physical aspects of development it s the first step in establishing realistic
expectations setting boundaries and helping shape the mind of a responsible well rounded happy young adult

The Essential Parents' Guide to Primary Maths 2019
a plain english guide to teaching phonics every parent can teach reading no experts need apply too many parents
watch their children struggle with early reading skills and don t know how to help phonics programs are too often
complicated overpriced gimmicky and filled with obscure educationalese the ordinary parent s guide to teaching
reading cuts through the confusion giving parents a simple direct scripted guide to teaching reading from short
vowels through supercalifragilisticexpialidocious this one book supplies parents with all the tools they need over
the years of her teaching career jessie wise has seen good reading instruction fall prey to trendy philosophies and
political infighting now she has teamed with dynamic coauthor sara buffington to supply parents with a clear
direct phonics program a program that gives them the know how and confidence to take matters into their own
hands

The Everything Parent's Guide to Raising a Successful Child
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2011-12-15
take coparenting to the next level and provide a stable environment for your children as you and your spouse
begin tackling your separation or divorce for parents who are separating and want to put their children first
birdnesting could be the interim custody solution you ve been looking for instead of the children splitting their
time being shuttled between mom and dad s separate homes birdnesting allows the children to stay in the nest
and instead requires mom and dad to swap allowing each parent to stay elsewhere when not with the children
initially popularized by celebrities this method of coparenting is now becoming more mainstream as a way to help
ease children into a new family dynamic birdnesting takes work and commitment but with dr ann gold buscho s
guidance you ll learn everything you need to know about this revolutionary method in the parent s guide to
birdnesting you will discover the pros and cons the financial and interpersonal considerations and if it s the right
decision for you and your family

The Ordinary Parent's Guide to Teaching Reading (The Ordinary
Parent's Guide) 2004-10-17
mocking namecalling physical aggression these experiences are all forms of bullying that can wreak havoc on a
childÆs self esteem safety and general happiness both parents of bullied children and parents of bullies and are in
a difficult situation they want to protect their children and control their behavior without making the problem
worse parents need a comprehensive up to date guide to ensure that their childrenÆs education and quality of life
are not compromised this book helps parents learn to recognize the signs of bullying find out where bullying is
taking placeùat school at a friendÆs house or on the internet understand the differences between bullying among
boys and girls teach social skills and assertiveness techniques communicate with the parents of bullies get support
from teachers counselors and other school administrators handle bullying situations involving children with
special needs written by deborah carpenter a social worker and assistant principal this guide gives parents all the
tools they need to recognize the problem treat it properly and prevent it from happening again

The Parent's Guide to Birdnesting 2020-09-01
if your kids aren t learning about sex from you what are they learning about sex and who is teaching them having
the talk with your child does not have to be a terrifying and awkward event armed with dr janet rosenzweig s
groundbreaking book you may find you never need to have the talk dr rosenzweig illustrates how you can help
protect your children from sexual abuse trauma and bullying through your everyday interactions with them she
walks you through the steps you can take to combine your own family s values with age appropriate information
for children at all stages of development and you ll learn how to do so in a way that will improve the trust and
communication between you and your child dr rosenzweig applies her decades of experience in child abuse
prevention sexuality education and family services to help you identify the real threats to your children s safety
and to protect them from becoming victims of sexual misinformation or exploitation from choosing a child s first
daycare to meeting the multimedia challenges of adolescence the parent s guide to talking about sex will coach
you to raise sexually safe and healthy sons and daughters

The Everything Parent's Guide to Dealing with Bullies 2009-06-18
the everything parent s guide to positive discipline gives you all you need to help you cope with behavior issues
both large and small written by noted psychologist dr carl e pickhardt this authoritative practical book provides
you with professional advice on dealing with everything from getting your kids to do their homework to teaching
them to respect their elders the everything parent s guide to positive discipline shows you how to set priorities
promote communication establish the connection between choice and consequence enforce punishment change
discipline style to reflect the age of the child work with your partner as a team the everything parent s guide to
positive discipline is guaranteed to help you keep the peace and raise a well behaved child in any home

Teach Your Children Well 2001
with each passing day teenagers lives become increasingly intertwined with social media how can you help your
child make wise decisions and remain safe online how can you stay informed and involved in healthy ways

The Parent's Guide to Talking About Sex 2015-04-21
the tools you need to foster a positive supportive relationship with your son concerns about self esteem peer
pressure and behavior can make raising healthy happy boys seem overwhelming but it doesn t have to be with the
help of the conscious parent s guide to raising boys you can encourage open communication with your son with
patience and everyday mindfulness you can guide your boys from childhood through those challenging
developmental years this easy to use guide explains how you can help your son communicate effectively with
others strengthen self image and resist peer pressure define and exhibit acceptable behavior keep their
commitments to family community and themselves family therapist jennifer costa provides you with the
information and support you need for parenting with flexibility resilience and love so you can create a calm happy
environment for raising well adjusted confident boys

The Everything Parent's Guide To Positive Discipline 2003-12-01
teens thrive on validation from friends and followers it s no wonder that this image saturated app tempts teens to
crop their lives to perfection and create a polished online persona gain valuable insight into how instagram affects
teen mental health body positivity self esteem and more features an explanation of the app s key features
vocabulary list of terms including home feed finsta hashtag dm and more suggestions on how to talk about the
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impact of instagram with your teen axis is a team of gospel focused researchers creating culturally relevant guides
videos and audios that equip parents of teens to have deep conversations about faith

A Parent's Guide to Understanding Social Media 2012-12
the parent s guide provides awareness solutions and preventative resources to keep your children safe and secure
online p 4 of cover

The Conscious Parent's Guide to Raising Boys 2017-01-01
winner of the newbery medal an ala notable children s book winner of the lewis carroll shelf award a captivating
and richly detailed novel about one young soldier who saw the civil war from both sides and lived to tell the tale
earnest plain spoken sixteen year old jeff bussey has finally gotten his father s consent to join the union volunteers
it s 1861 in linn county kansas and jeff is eager to fight for the north before the war is over which he s sure will be
soon but weeks turn to months the marches through fields and woods prove endless hunger and exhaustion seem
to take up permanent residence in jeff s bones and he learns what it really means to fight in battle and to lose
friends when he finds himself among enemy troops he ll have to put his life on the line to advance the union cause
thoroughly researched and based on firsthand accounts rifles for watie should hold a place with the best civil war
fiction for young people the horn book a strong choice for independent reading and for sharing in a classroom and
for homeschooling as a homeschool cooperative teacher commented the book has launched many discussions in
our class when a person is on one side of a conflict it is important to remember that people on the other side are
also people jeff is a perfect model for how treating people with respect can happen even in war

A Parent's Guide to Instagram 2022-11-22
learning to talk is probably the greatest milestone in a child s development a deeply moving and often hilarious
experience for all parents it is also a process which has been intensively studied by psychologists and linguists in
recent years this charming an informative book by one of britain s best known writers on linguistics shows us
what they have discovered

"I Only Want What's Best for You" 1994
omg paw g2g oh my god parents are watching got to go today s text messaging middle schoolers may seem like a
different species from how parents remember themselves as sixth seventh and eighth graders children are often
forced to confront serious issues like drugs violence sexuality and technology at an age that would have been
unthinkable even a decade ago so it s natural for parents to worry about these crucial years still educator joe
bruzzese believes that this time can be full of positive transformation as your child gains independence and your
parental role shifts from omnipresent manager to supportive coach timely topics include cyberbullying depression
and choosing realistic and rewarding extracurricular activities the middle school years can and should be a time of
exciting change and opportunity a parents guide to the middle school years presents what you need to know to
survive and thrive as a family

The Parent's Guide to Texting, Facebook, and Social Media 2011-04
a comprehensive parent s guide to your child s psychologicaldevelopment from birth through age 10 written in an
engaging practical style ages and stages offers you the benefits of themost current research on child development
featuring helpful tipsand techniques to foster your child s maturation charles schaeferand theresa foy digeronimo
tell you what behaviors you can expectas your child grows and how you can help him or her to advance tothe next
level of development they include numerous examples stories and activities you can use immediately to
positivelyinfluence your child s development the book s structure dividedinto four stages of child development
birth to 18 months 18 to 36months 36 months to age six and six to ten years allows you tomonitor your child s
progress identify the reasons for emotionaland psychological differences in siblings and even determine howyour
parenting strategies should change as your child grows covers all five areas of psychological health emotional
cognitive friendship relationships personal growth andmorality filled with easy to follow do s and don ts plus fun
activitiesand exercises to encourage your child s development helps you assess if and when your child may need
professionalintervention

Rifles for Watie 2015-05-19
if your child is questioning their gender identity you may have questions of your own the conscious parent s guide
to gender identity helps answer those questions providing a relationship oriented approach to supporting your
child s journey conscious parenting means being present with your children and taking the time to understand
their point of view using this mindful method you can support and guide your children as they discover their
authentic selves with this easy to navigate guide you ll learn how to communicate openly with your child about
gender identity empower your child to make their own decisions create a welcoming environment at home guide
your child through social and medical transitions help your child feel comfortable with friends at school and in
your community deal with others opinions about your parenting choices plan a happy successful future for you and
your child this mindful method of parenting will allow you and your children to strengthen your bond while
allowing them to be who they truly are

Listen to Your Child 1986
bond is the number 1 provider of 11 practice helping millions of children pass selective entrance exams the bond
parents guide to the 11 is the essential manual for all parents whose children are about to embark on their 11
journey written by an experienced 11 tutor it offers a practical 4 step approach to guide you through the entire
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A Parents' Guide to the Middle School Years 2009-04-28
bond is the number 1 provider of 11 practice helping millions of children pass selective entrance exams the bond
parents guide to the 11 is the essential manual for all parents whose children are about to embark on their 11
journey written by an experienced 11 tutor it offers a practical 4 step approach to guide you through the entire
process

Ages and Stages 2000-08-30
a quick and easy guide to storytelling for parents and grandparents includes nineteen easy to tell stories and lists
of story sources to help find more

The Conscious Parent's Guide to Gender Identity 2016-07-01
in this inspiring book harvard trained child and adult psychiatrist and expert in human motivation dr shimi kang
provides a guide to the art and science of inspiring children to develop their own internal drive and a lifelong love
of learning drawing on the latest neuroscience and behavioral research dr kang shows why pushy tiger parents
and permissive jellyfish parents actually hinder self motivation she proposes a powerful new parenting model the
intelligent joyful playful highly social dolphin dolphin parents focus on maintaining balance in their children s lives
to gently yet authoritatively guide them toward lasting health happiness and success as the medical director for
child and youth mental health community programs in vancouver british columbia dr kang has witnessed firsthand
the consequences of parental pressure anxiety disorders high stress levels suicides and addictions as the mother
of three children and as the daughter of immigrant parents who struggled to give their children the best in life dr
kang s mother could not read and her father taught her math while they drove around in his taxicab dr kang
argues that often the simplest benefits we give our children are the most valuable by trusting our deepest
intuitions about what is best for our kids we will in turn allow them to develop key dolphin traits to enable them to
thrive in an increasingly complex world adaptability community mindedness creativity and critical thinking life is a
journey through ever changing waters and dolphin parents know that the most valuable help we can give our
children is to assist them in developing their own inner compass combining irrefutable science with unforgettable
real life stories the dolphin way walks readers through dr kang s four part method for cultivating self motivation
the book makes a powerful case that we are not forced to choose between being permissive or controlling the
third option the option that will prepare our kids for success in a future that will require adaptability is the dolphin
way

The Parents' Guide to the 11+ 2015-03-05
six million children under the age of 18 suffer from speech disorders breaking terminology down for the layperson
this book helps parents deal with every issue relating to their child s problems where to find help how to evaluate
therapies and therapists and how to help a child face his or her challenges

Bond 11+: The Parents' Guide to the 11+ 2015-02-26
protecting your child from sexual abuse can be as easy as opening a book author joelle casteix has filled the need
for an easy to read toolkit for parents when it comes to preventing childhood sexual abuse when her own child
was born she was deluged with tomes that covered everything from breastfeeding to choosing the right college
but one book was noticeably absent it s the book that can help parents take action to prevent their child from
becoming another statistic the well armored child gives parents the tools and strategies to understand how
predators groom children why many of our trusted institutions cover up abuse and how to empower children
without shame fear or inappropriate discussions of sex

The Parent's Guide to Storytelling 2001
understanding that each child is born with natural born tendencies a parent s guide seeks to help parents help
their children develop their natural temperament tendencies and overcome their natural weaknesses

The Intelligent Parents' Guide to Teenagers 2012-06-01
in how s my kid doing noted educator thomas r guskey has created a practical handbook for parents who have
trouble understanding their school age children s grades report cards and test scores this down to earth guide will
help parents make sense of school reports and offers a helpful resource that can open communications between
parents and teachers

A Parent's Guide to Children's Reading 1960

The Dolphin Way 2014-05-01

PARENTS GUIDE TO SPEECH AND LANGUAGE PROBLEMS
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2007-08-13

The Well-Armored Child 2015-09-15

A Parent's Guide 2016-07-14

How's My Kid Doing? 2002-02-07

Homeschooling 1997
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